Advantage Sports & Leisure synthetic grass
tennis courts are made to order with integrated
line marking in kit format to reduce seaming. Our
products are designed to suit all abilities and
needs from schools and residential to high-use
commercial tennis centres. All our products carry
ITF certification and are made to handle the
harsh Australian environment.
SYNTHETIC GRASS
Satellite
Satellite is the preferred synthetic grass for residential
and medium-wear situations. A 19mm product with a total
weight of 2,038gms/m2, it is a quality and cost-effective
product. Satellite provides a medium-paced surface that
responds to the natural spin of the ball and provides
additional slide for players on the court.
Challenge
Designed for commercial centres with heavy usage,
Challenge has a heavier stitch rate than the standard
Satellite product. With a double backing, Challenge
provides additional strength and durability. This is the
most popular tennis club product having the playing
characteristics of Satellite, but with more fibre per square
meter providing a heavy density surface.
Pro Tour
With a 15mm pile height, Pro Tour is designed for the
serious tennis player. Pro Tour has a proven ratio of
polypropylene to sand offering a consistent
medium-paced ball bounce and provides excellent
stability with controlled slide. Pro Tour responds to all
standards of play and exceeds the requirements set for
synthetic tennis court surfaces. Because of its very dense
construction, it requires less sand infill than the standard
19mm product.
All of the above products have the highest ultraviolet
protection available worldwide. They also are guaranteed
by the manufacturer for 7 years in accordance with their
warranty for Australian conditions.
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